**Meeting location and accommodation:**

Primus Hotel Kaloum, Almamya, Republic Avenue, Kaloum Commune, Conakry, Guinea

Contact:  [https://hotelkaloum.com](https://hotelkaloum.com)  (booking should be made directly by email, at hawa.thiam@hotelkaloum.com, copying Gakou.masse@hotelkaloum.com and cdiallo@invest.gov.gn)

Delegates and participants wishing to stay at the hotel during the meeting can benefit from a special rate (see below), upon presentation of the following code: OIF-MIPP

- SKR: 150 €
- Junior Suite: 200 €
- Executive Suite: 300 €
- Primus Suite: 400 €

**Entry and stay / Visas:**

Some countries are exempt from visas.

A courtesy visa may be issued upon special request no later than one week before the event.

**Transport:**

There will be a shuttle service from the airport to the hotel for delegates attending the Inter-Sessional Meeting. A request for the shuttle service should be sent together with the registration.

**Weather:**

The temperature generally varies from 24 ° to 27 ° in September in Conakry, with frequent showers.